Why Appian Academy?
The full vision and value of your Appian investment is achieved when you deploy high-quality applications with speed and efficiency. With training through Appian Academy, your entire team will have the knowledge and skills to deliver on your vision. Your investment in Appian training will do the following:

- Shorten your time to value with faster application development schedules.
- Ensure your projects are built following Appian best practices.
- Give you an understanding of the full capabilities of the Appian platform.
- Expose your team to the latest Appian technologies.

Building your Appian team.
With Appian Academy you can quickly and effectively build critical Appian capabilities within your team. Our multiple education services give you more than training—they give you what you need to accelerate your time to value.

Appian Academy offerings:

**Training**
- Foundation in best practices.
- Quick ramp.
- Path to self-sufficiency.

**Certification**
- Standards-based validation.
- Team development.
- Continuous learning.

**Coaching**
- Learning by doing.
- Experienced mentor.
- On-demand assistance.

**Training.**
We offer a comprehensive learning journey for each role on your Appian team. These critical roles include the following:

- **Leaders**
  - Stakeholders
  - Managers
  - Business Leaders

- **Planners**
  - Business Analysts
  - Project Managers
  - Product Owners
  - UX Designers

- **Builders**
  - Developers
  - Integrators
  - Support

- **Administrators**
  - Web Administrators
  - Server Administrators

Go deeper—develop a tailored training plan.
We can work with you to create a tailored training plan to help you build your team from that first application through developing advanced skill sets to support expanded and more complex applications. For help with a tailored training plan, contact your Appian Account Executive or email us at training@appian.com.
With modularized training and four different learning experiences, we can meet your team members where they need to learn. This flexible delivery structure accommodates different learning styles and the ability to be away from work for training—allowing you to customize how and when your team receives training.

**Certification.**
The Appian Certified Developer Program provides standards-based validation of your developers’ knowledge and skills at key milestones along their career progression. Each certification is based on industry “best in class” exams, aligned to our training offerings, and developed by subject matter experts performing the role.

**Coaching.**
Appian coaches are expert practitioners and trained educators with a passion for mentorship. They accelerate a new developer’s project independence through on-the-job and hands-on learning. Your embedded coach will provide development plans, regular assessments, and recommendations to individual developers throughout your project.

**Get started.**
To start building your team, go to [Appian Community](https://appian.com/community).

---

**Appian helps organizations build apps and workflows rapidly, with a low-code automation platform. Combining people, technologies, and data in a single workflow, Appian can help companies maximize their resources and improve business results. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian applications to improve customer experience, achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.**